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ABSTRACT 
 

Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL) presenting as primary bone marrow Lymphoma is very rare. Herewe have 
described a 40 year old HIV positive patient presenting with right sided parietal boneswelling.MRI brain was 
done which revealed bony tumor. FNAC was suspicious of lymphoproliferative disorder for which true cut 
biopsy was done. Biopsy was suspicious for NHL. Immunohistochemistry results were consistent with Dif-
fuse large B Cell lymphoma, post germinal type. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma (NHL) is more common 
in Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-infected 
patients than the general population.1,2B-cell NHL 
contributes to90% of all NHL cases.3Secondary in-
volvement of bone marrow is relatively common in 
NHL in contrast primary bone marrow lymphoma is 
a rare presenting feature of the same.4,5 Early diagno-
sis and treatment needs to be advocated as prognosis 
is usually poor.6 

We describe a patient with Primary bone marrow 
lymphoma (PBML) who was retro positive on ART 
presented with scalp swelling. Due to unusual mani-
festation , it was initially suspected to be primary ma-
lignant bone tumor on MRI brain which was later 
confirmed as Diffuse Large B Cell Lymphoma 
(DLBCL) with Immuno-histochemistry (IHC) and 
biopsy. 

 

CASE REPORT 

A 40-year-old male who was Retro positive on first 
line ART since 2014 presented with scalp swelling in 
the right parietal region since 4 months. Swelling was 
gradually increasing in size and was associated with 
pain. There was no specific past history and family 
history. On general and systemic examination, pallor 
was present but there was no lymphadenopathy and 
hepatosplenomegaly. On local examination there was 
a globular swelling of size 10*10*6cm which was non 
tender, with uniform consistency, which was fixed to 

the overlying scalp and underlying skull. Swelling was 
non pulsatile, cough reflex was absent. 

Complete blood count revealed a hemoglobin level 
of 6.2 g%, total leucocyte count 3 × 103/µL, platelet 
count of 106 × 103/µL and differential leucocyte 
count with neutrophils 0%, lymphocytes 0% . MRI 
Brain revealed Largeheterogenous enhancing lobu-
lated lesion in extradural right parieto-occipital re-
gion and scalp with irregular cortical outline of adja-
cent bone features and mass effect likely to be Ma-
lignant primary bone tumourthickness of extradural 
component was 1.9 cm and scalp component was 
7.8*4.1 cm. Routine tests including blood coagula-
tion profile, kidney functions, liver function tests 
were normal. Chest and abdominal computed to-
mography (CT) did not demonstrate any lymphade-
nopathy or hepatosplenomegaly. 

True cut biopsy revealed poorly differentiated (G3) 
malignant tumor suspicious of Non Hodgkin’s lym-
phoma which was confirmed by IHC which was pos-
itive for CD20 , MUM-1 and Ki-67and negative for 
CD3 and CD10.Detection system used for IHC was 
polymer HRP. Morphological and IHC features were 
consistent with Diffuse Large B-cell Lymphoma, 
post germinal type. 

After confirming the diagnosis, the patient was given 
GM-CSF and blood transfusion to raise Hemoglobin 
and leukocyte count after which he was administered 
first cycle of R-CHOP (rituximab, cyclophospha-
mide, doxorubicin, vincristine and prednisolone). As 
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patient was having a CD4 count of 120 and a high 
HIV RNA viral load 69088/mL ,patient was changed 
to second line ART. Patient was also given Cotri-
moxazole and Fluconazole as chemoprophylaxis 
During follow up patient the size of the swelling has 
decreased 6*6*2cm. Patient was administered second 
cycle of chemotherapy after 21 days. 

 

 

Figure 1: Case of Non Hodgkin’s lymphoma 

 

 

Figure 2: MRI Brain of Case 

 

DISCUSSION 

NHL is more common in the elderly than in young 
age.NHL is also more common in HIV infected pa-
tients than the general population. Lymphoma varies 

widely in its mode of presentation, variety and pro-
gression. Primary extranodal involvement occurs in 
approximately 40% of patients at the time of diagno-
sis.3 PBML presenting with primary bone marrow 
involvement is uncommon.6Investigation like Biopsy 
and IHC, are useful for confirming the diagnosis of 
PBML.7 

For the diagnosis of PBML, the following criteria is 
advocated: 1) isolated bone marrow infiltration of 
lymphoma cells regardless of peripheral blood in-
volvement; 2) no evidence of lymph node, spleen, 
liver, or other extra bone marrow involvement on 
physical examination or imaging studies 3) absence 
of localized bone tumors; 4) no evidence of bone 
trabeculae destruction in the bone marrow biopsy; 
and 5) exclusion of leukemia/lymphoma cases.8,9 

In our case, the patient was a 40 year old male 
whowas retrovirus positive on first line ART pre-
sented with a globular scalp swelling. There was no 
organomegaly and MRI Brain revealed malignant 
primary bone tumour. Complete blood count re-
vealed bicytopenia with normal platelet count. 

Truecutbiopsy was suspicious of Non Hodgkin’s 
Lymphoma in a background of patient being retro-
positive. Further IHC was positive for CD20,Ki-67 
and MUM-1 and negative for CD3 and CD10 which 
confirmatory of Diffuse B Cell lymphoma. 

 

CONCLUSION 

NHL should be taken into account while diagnosing 
unusual hematologic manifestation in Retropositive 
patients. Biopsy and IHC are more specific methods 
to confirm the diagnosis. Correlation of morphologi-
cal findings with investigations leads to early diagno-
sis and treatment increasing survival for the patient. 
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